
Proto-Personas 
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web- savvy 

one-time  
to site 

 many times  
to site 

James 
James is a journalist and student at NYU. He writes for the school’s 
newspaper, NYU News. 

James is writing a feature on Musical Mentors Collaborative as a part 
of a series on how NYU students involve themselves in the local 
community. 

James is a busy person and wants to finish his story quickly. 
 

Looking for facts - To write his article, James will need some facts, 
broad data he can cite about music education in public schools, NYC 
specifically.  

Contacting president and others - He’ll also want information to 
contact appropriate people – first would be the chapter president, 
but he also might want to interview the board president, school 
principal and families who participate in the program.  

Using multimedia - James wants to use a picture of MMC in his 
article, so he’ll be seeking multimedia on the site. He hopes to watch 
a video about the program for a quick high-level summary. 
 

“interviewing people is the 
key to my articles” 
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Patricia 
Patricia is a parent. She has a daughter at PS 19 in the third grade.  

She works part-time to support her family.  Money is tight. Spanish 
is her main language; she can speak decent English. 

Her daughter is not currently enrolled in the program. She heard 
about MMC from another parent at the school. She wants her 
daughter learning music.  

How to sign up – Patricia would like to sign up her daughter to the 
program and wants to know how to do it. If she can’t find a way to 
sign-up online, she will contact someone for this information.  

The important dates– She wants to know the deadline to apply to 
the program and if there is an event coming up for her to meet some 
of the instructors of the program.  

Costs of program – Wants to know program costs so she can budget 
other expenses.  Also, would like to know whether her daughter is 
eligible. 

Language accessibility – While Patricia knows enough English, 
Spanish would be helpful for her.  
 

“getting the best for my 
children first” 
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Dan 
Dan is in his 40s, a well-off corporate lawyer in New  York. Dan has a 
meeting scheduled with Zack, president of Musical Mentors.  

He  has a passion for anything related to New York City and feels 
good about doing good.  

He’s a busy person, so he will be scanning the site quickly but he will 
be taking a look before his meeting with Zack.  

Comfort – Dan wants to know organization is professionally 
managed and currently active. 

Data on the program – Although he’s being asked to donate, Dan 
doesn’t want to give money to failures.  Where in NYC is the program 
active? How will his money be used? 

The bigger picture – Dan’s good with facts.  Knowing broad 
statistics like “only 40% of NYC public schools teach music lessons” 
would make Dan feel his donation is worthwhile.  

Tax status – Dan wants to know the organization is a registered 
501(c)(3) so that he can make a tax-deductible donation.  

“a busy man, but will 
consider a donation” 
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Laura 
Laura is a sophomore at Columbia University. She saw a poster for 
the program in the student center and wants to learn more.  

Laura took singing lessons for 10 years, but isn’t involved musically 
at Columbia because of her busy schedule as a pre-med student. 

Laura wants a more meaningful extracurricular and is looking to 
meet new people outside of her existing network of friends as well. 

 

Is she eligible? – Because she’s never taught before and she wants to 
teach voice, Laura also wants to know whether she is eligible.  
 
Chapter specific – She wants to find information related to 
Columbia’s program specifically – such as who she can contact. She’s 
also like to learn more about who are the types of students who 
currently volunteer at Columbia.  

Inspiration – The poster piqued her interest, but she wants to be 
inspired further about making a difference.  

Forms and resources – Down the road, Laura might want to return 
to site in search of resources that exist for instructors, like a guide to 
teaching or other forms.  

“seeking a more meaningful 
extracurricular at school” 
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